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GeneaLibers

With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

--

---------- next part ----------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170601/0372ff1f/attachment.html>

I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am president of only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15 years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of the various channels.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative

On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:

> GeneaLibers
> With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?
> James K. Jeffrey
> Genealogy Specialist
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest ... blog site etc. These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a mouse.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

> I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am
> president of only does an electronic version now, and we do not have an
> agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15
> years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of
> the various channels.
> 
> Larry Naukam
> > Retired Director of Historical Services
> > (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
> > Rochester NY Public Library
> > Digital Public Library of America
> > Community Representative
> > 
> > On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org
> > wrote:
> > 
> >> GeneaLibers
> >>
> >> With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling
> >> these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to
> >> Zinio or Flipster?
Thanks Tom!

I had almost forgotten about those. Back when I was cataloging serials we didn't even have an online catalog, only paper cards....

Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 10:00 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com> wrote:

> Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest
> ... blog site etc.
> These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made
> instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a
> mouse.
> Tom
>
> Thomas Jay Kemp
>
> On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am president of only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15 years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of the various channels.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative

On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:

Genealibers

With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org  Fri Jun 2 11:19:06 2017
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2017 15:19:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Electronic Genealogy Serials
Tom, can you explain in better detail how these online outlets would work as third party services between genealogy societies and libraries?

The decision to use these online services would have to come from the society. Libraries can’t just take digital genealogy society periodicals and upload them to whatever platform they choose without permission. Some genealogy societies see newsletter access as a benefit of membership and might not want open online access through Internet Archive. Is there a way to restrict it on Internet Archive? Some societies publish newsletters through a website or blog, which can be password protected, but then the local library would need to have access to that password. As far as I can tell, Scribd requires an account and looks like it’s a paid service. If that’s the case, who creates the account and pays for the subscription fee? the society or the library? It strikes me that this is more complicated than it looks at first glance.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org
speccollections at akronlibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 11:02 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Electronic Genealogy Serials

Thanks Tom!
I had almost forgotten about those. Back when I was cataloging serials we didn't even have an online catalog, only paper cards....
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 10:00 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com<mailto:thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>> wrote:
Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest ... blog site etc. These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a mouse.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>> wrote:
I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am president of
only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15 years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of the various channels.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative

On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:
Genealibers

With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
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Correct Jane.

I am suggesting that for those publications that societies put online, freely available to anyone to read - that libraries should create online catalog records for this content - making it super-easy for our patrons to simply click and read the issues anytime 24/7.

Libraries would not be scanning or uploading anything - simply cataloging the content that - in their determination - their readers want to know about - that is free online. Cataloging these online items ... digital books, serials etc. is a terrific way to make these resources easily available to our users. Use the 856 field to add in the hyperlink. Very easy to do.

Some gen and historical societies routinely put digital copies of their backfiles online ... free to anyone.
Simply create a catalog record for the serial title (or any digital item) - including the critical 856 hyperlink) and our readers can click & read the content on their schedule.

Same concept would apply to digital books (town histories, genealogies etc.); videos (cemetery tours, local history site tours etc.) that are free online - any titles that are essential for your audience - catalog those free online titles (Google Book, Internet Archive, YouTube etc.) and make them instantly retrievable. Instead of pointing our users to these silo sites - we catalog the individual titles and made them instantly findable/readable right from the online catalog.

Simple to do. It takes just a few minutes to create each record.
Tom

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 11:19 AM, Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org> wrote:

> Tom, can you explain in better detail how these online outlets would work
> as third party services between genealogy societies and libraries?
> 
> The decision to use these online services would have to come from the
> society. Libraries can’t just take digital genealogy society periodicals
> and upload them to whatever platform they choose without permission. Some
> genealogy societies see newsletter access as a benefit of membership and
> might not want open online access through Internet Archive. Is there a way
> to restrict it on Internet Archive? Some societies publish newsletters
> through a website or blog, which can be password protected, but then the
local library would need to have access to that password. As far as I can
tell, Scribd requires an account and looks like it’s a paid service. If
that’s the case, who creates the account and pays for the subscription fee?
? the society or the library? It strikes me that this is more complicated
than it looks at first glance.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030 <(330)%20643-9030>
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org
speccollections at akronlibrary.org

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *genbook
*Sent:* Friday, June 2, 2017 11:02 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Electronic Genealogy Serials

Thanks Tom!

I had almost forgotten about those. Back when I was cataloging serials we
didn't even have an online catalog, only paper cards....

Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 10:00 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>
wrote:

Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest
... blog site etc.

These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made
instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a
mouse.

Tom
On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am
president of only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an
agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15
years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of
the various channels.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative

On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
wrote:

Genealibers

With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling
these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to
Zinio or Flipster?

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
I agree wholeheartedly with what Katheryn Carrier said. Tracking charges and payments would take more time and effort than actually looking up the obituary and mailing/emailing it. It irritates the heck out of me that libraries charge for genealogy reference services when they would never dream of charging for other reference services.

Patty O'Connor
Adult & Information Services Manager
Marysville Public Library
231 S. Plum St.
Marysville, OH 43040
937-642-1876, ext. 32
www.marysvillelibrary.org
One of the great challenges Genealogy Librarians face in the digital age is the storage and archiving of electronic materials. We are the collective memory of the genealogy community. Our first responsibility is to our local, state and regional societies. The challenge has been ensuring that serials of genealogical and local history nature are around for future generations. These are the same titles that for decades have been housed and bound on the shelves of the local library are now in electronic format. That in itself challenges us, the keepers of history, to archive these materials. For too long librarians have simply printed out the electronic version and eventually bound them as though this were normative.

However, when things are born digitally there needs to be a concerted response from the community to make sure that these digital items do not simply evaporate with an electronic expiration date. Linking to the societies digital archives is an excellent stop gap. It is useful as long as the web address is stable. Too often societies switch jobbers and either lose their digital archives or successfully migrate to the new platform. We are thus in a constant state of verifying broken links. This holds true not only for external links but, yes, on occasion, here at the DPL, our own digital resources.

We all know the arguments and conversation about access. Either we are dealing with gatekeepers who believe, rightly or wrongly, that it is the right of membership only access as opposed to putting it out there for the world to see as inducement and advertisement and it will draw in new members. What, if any, is the difference to having current and bound issues on our shelves and acting as an e-forum for the world of genealogy and local history periodical literature? Once we are over that hurdle the serial materials of the community may no longer be treated as electronic-ephemera but as something to be as treasured as print materials.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 9:36 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com> wrote:

> Correct Jane.
>
> I am suggesting that for those publications that societies put online,
freely available to anyone to read - that libraries should create online
catalog records for this content - making it super-easy for our patrons to
simply click and read the issues anytime 24/7.

Libraries would not be scanning or uploading anything - simply cataloging
the content that - in their determination - their readers want to know
about - that is free online. Cataloging these online items ... digital
books, serials etc. is a terrific way to make these resources easily
available to our users. Use the 856 field to add in the hyperlink. Very
easy to do.

Some gen and historical societies routinely put digital copies of their
backfiles online ... free to anyone.
Simply create a catalog record for the serial title (or any digital item)
- including the critical 856 hyperlink) and our readers can click & read
the content on their schedule.

Same concept would apply to digital books (town histories, genealogies
etc.); videos (cemetery tours, local history site tours etc.) that are free
online - any titles that are essential for your audience - catalog those
free online titles (Google Book, Internet Archive, YouTube etc.) and make
them instantly retrievable. Instead of pointing our users to these silo
sites - we catalog the individual titles and made them instantly
findable/readable right from the online catalog.

Simple to do. It takes just a few minutes to create each record.

Tom

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 11:19 AM, Gramlich, Jane <
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org> wrote:

>>> Tom, can you explain in better detail how these online outlets would work
>>> as third party services between genealogy societies and libraries?
>>>
>>> The decision to use these online services would have to come from the
>>> society. Libraries can? t just take digital genealogy society periodicals
>>> and upload them to whatever platform they choose without permission. Some
>>> genealogy societies see newsletter access as a benefit of membership and
>>> might not want open online access through Internet Archive. Is there a way
>>> to restrict it on Internet Archive? Some societies publish newsletters
>>> through a website or blog, which can be password protected, but then the
>>> local library would need to have access to that password. As far as I can
>>> tell, Scribd requires an account and looks like it? s a paid service. If
>>> that? s the case, who creates the account and pays for the subscription fee
>>> ? the society or the library? It strikes me that this is more complicated
>>> than it looks at first glance.
>>>
>>> Jane Gramlich
>>> Librarian, Special Collections
>>> Akron-Summit County Public Library
>>> 60 S. High St.
Thanks Tom!

I had almost forgotten about those. Back when I was cataloging serials we didn't even have an online catalog, only paper cards....

Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 10:00 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com> wrote:

Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest ... blog site etc.

These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a mouse.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am president of only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15 years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of the various channels.

Larry Naukam
With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?
I am appreciating this thread. We never charged for this years ago and suggested a "donation" to cover copy and mailing costs. However, we rarely, if ever received a donation. Being a medium-sized county library this wasn't acceptable. So now we charge $3 per lookup. This does cover the cost of postage and photocopying but it doesn't come close to covering my time. My time is paid for by the property tax payers of this county. This doesn't necessarily mean that we should give away free service to those who are from out-of-county. Anyone who lives in the county does get this service for free if they want information emailed to them. If not, they pay 10 cents a page. I guess it all depends on what state laws allows a non-profit organization to do. I've only had one person respond to the fees negatively. Most are happy and many send more than is necessary on purpose. As for tracking charges, I put what I receive in the daily money drawer and write down the amount under "fines and fees." The administrative assistant does the rest. I just wish we had a portal for receiving funds online as many requests come in to me that way.

Janice Kistler
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN
I agree wholeheartedly with what Katheryn Carrier said. Tracking charges and payments would take more time and effort than actually looking up the obituary and mailing/emailing it. It irritates the heck out of me that libraries charge for genealogy reference services when they would never dream of charging for other reference services.

Patty O'Connor
Adult & Information Services Manager
Marysville Public Library
231 S. Plum St.
Marysville, OH 43040
937-642-1876, ext. 32
www.marysvillelibrary.org

This is along the lines of what I've been thinking, James. It's more complicated than linking to freely accessible digital journals. What about the ones that are not? And with thousands of society publications, libraries, and multiple online platforms, the possible combinations and time spent keeping up with them is unsustainable. There needs to be a more central point of access.

I'd be interested to know what Allen County PL might have to say about this, since they administer PERSI and have a better handle on genealogy periodicals, and I think the FHL might have some useful input. Another thought I've had is a database similar to Genealogy Connect.

In the end, though, it will require cooperation from genealogy societies to work with whatever entities may emerge to ensure that libraries to continue to be open repositories for their publications.

We are also facing a problem of archiving obituaries that are no longer published in newspapers, but only appearing on a funeral home website? but that's a discussion for a different day.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 1:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Electronic Genealogy Serials

One of the great challenges Genealogy Librarians face in the digital age is the storage and archiving of electronic materials. We are the collective memory of the genealogy community. Our first responsibility is to our local, state and regional societies. The challenge has been ensuring that serials of genealogical and local history nature are around for future generations. These are the same titles that for decades have been housed and bound on the shelves of the local library are now in electronic format. That in itself challenges us, the keepers of history, to archive these materials. For too long librarians have simply printed out the electronic version and eventually bound them as though this were normative.

However, when things are born digitally there needs to be a concerted response from the community to make sure that these digital items do not simply evaporate with an electronic expiration date. Linking to the societies digital archives is an excellent stop gap. It is useful as long as the web address is stable. Too often societies switch jobbers and either lose their digital archives or successfully migrate to the new platform. We are thus in a constant state of verifying broken links. This holds true not only for external links but, yes, on occasion, here at the DPL, our own digital resources.

We all know the arguments and conversation about access. Either we are dealing with gatekeepers who believe, rightly or wrongly, that it is the right of membership only access as opposed to putting it out there for the world to see as inducement and advertisement and it will draw in new members. What, if any, is the difference to having current and bound issues on our shelves and acting as an e-forum for the world of genealogy and local history periodical literature? Once we are over that hurdle the serial materials of the community may no longer be treated as electronic-ephemera but as something to be as treasured as print materials.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 9:36 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com<mailto:thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>> wrote:
Correct Jane.

I am suggesting that for those publications that societies put online, freely available to anyone to read - that libraries should create online catalog records for this content - making it super-easy for our patrons to simply click and read the issues anytime 24/7.

Libraries would not be scanning or uploading anything - simply cataloging the content that - in their determination - their readers want to know about - that is free online. Cataloging these online items ... digital books, serials etc. is a terrific way to make these resources easily available to our users. Use the 856 field to add in the hyperlink. Very easy to do.
Some genealogical and historical societies routinely put digital copies of their backfiles online ... free to anyone.

Simply create a catalog record for the serial title (or any digital item) - including the critical 856 hyperlink - and our readers can click & read the content on their schedule.

Same concept would apply to digital books (town histories, genealogies etc.); videos (cemeteries tours, local history site tours etc.) that are free online - any titles that are essential for your audience - catalog those free online titles (Google Book, Internet Archive, YouTube etc.) and make them instantly retrievable. Instead of pointing our users to these silo sites - we catalog the individual titles and make them instantly findable/_readable right from the online catalog.

Simple to do. It takes just a few minutes to create each record.

Tom

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 11:19 AM, Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org> wrote:

Tom, can you explain in better detail how these online outlets would work as third party services between genealogy societies and libraries?

The decision to use these online services would have to come from the society. Libraries can?t just take digital genealogy society periodicals and upload them to whatever platform they choose without permission. Some genealogy societies see newsletter access as a benefit of membership and might not want open online access through Internet Archive. Is there a way to restrict it on Internet Archive? Some societies publish newsletters through a website or blog, which can be password protected, but then the local library would need to have access to that password. As far as I can tell, Scribd requires an account and looks like it?s a paid service. If that?s the case, who creates the account and pays for the subscription fee? the society or the library? It strikes me that this is more complicated than it looks at first glance.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030<tel:(330)%20643-9030>
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
speccollections at akronlibrary.org<mailto:speccollections at akronlibrary.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Friday, June 2, 2017 11:02 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Electronic Genealogy Serials

Thanks Tom!
I had almost forgotten about those. Back when I was cataloging serials we didn't even have an online catalog, only paper cards....

Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 10:00 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at
Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest ... blog site etc.
These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a mouse.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am president of only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15 years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of the various channels.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative

On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:
Genealibers

With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
Concerning this part of the reply: "We are also facing a problem of archiving obituaries that are no longer published in newspapers, but only appearing on a funeral home website ? but that?s a discussion for a different day.".

We recently had a talk from the man behind this local to western NY effort:

http://www.obitium.com/

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017-
On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 9:57 AM, Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org> wrote:

> This is along the lines of what I?ve been thinking, James. It?s more
> complicated than linking to freely accessible digital journals. What about
> the ones that are not? And with thousands of society publications,
> libraries, and multiple online platforms, the possible combinations and
> time spent keeping up with them is unsustainable. There needs to be a more
> central point of access.
>
> I?d be interested to know what Allen County PL might have to say about
> this, since they administer PERSI and have a better handle on genealogy
> periodicals, and I think the FHL might have some useful input. Another
> thought I?ve had is a database similar to Genealogy Connect.
>
> In the end, though, it will require cooperation from genealogy societies
> to work with whatever entities may emerge to ensure that libraries to
> continue to be open repositories for their publications.
>
> We are also facing a problem of archiving obituaries that are no longer
> published in newspapers, but only appearing on a funeral home website? but
> that?s a discussion for a different day.
>
> Jane Gramlich
>
> Librarian, Special Collections
>
> Akron-Summit County Public Library

One of the great challenges Genealogy Librarians face in the digital age
is the storage and archiving of electronic materials. We are the collective
memory of the genealogy community. Our first responsibility is to our
local, state and regional societies. The challenge has been ensuring that
serials of genealogical and local history nature are around for future
generations. These are the same titles that for decades have been housed
and bound on the shelves of the local library are now in electronic format.
That in itself challenges us, the keepers of history, to archive these
> materials. For too long librarians have simply printed out the electronic
> version and eventually bound them as though this were normative.
>
> However, when things are born digitally there needs to be a concerted
> response from the community to make sure that these digital items do not
> simply evaporate with an electronic expiration date. Linking to the
> societies digital archives is an excellent stop gap. It is useful as long
> as the web address is stable. Too often societies switch jobbers and either
> lose their digital archives or successfully migrate to the new platform. We
> are thus in a constant state of verifying broken links. This holds true not
> only for external links but, yes, on occasion, here at the DPL, our own
> digital resources.
>
> We all know the arguments and conversation about access. Either we are
> dealing with gatekeepers who believe, rightly or wrongly, that it is the
> right of membership only access as opposed to putting it out there for the
> world to see as inducement and advertisement and it will draw in new
> members. What, if any, is the difference to having current and bound issues
> on our shelves and acting as an e-forum for the world of genealogy and
> local history periodical literature? Once we are over that hurdle the
> serial materials of the community may no longer be treated as
> electronic-ephemera but as something to be as treasured as print materials.
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Genealogy Specialist
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
>
> On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 9:36 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
> Correct Jane.
>
> I am suggesting that for those publications that societies put online,
> freely available to anyone to read - that libraries should create online
> catalog records for this content - making it super-easy for our patrons to
> simply click and read the issues anytime 24/7.
>
> Libraries would not be scanning or uploading anything - simply cataloging
> the content that - in their determination - their readers want to know
> about - that is free online. Cataloging these online items ... digital
books, serials etc. is a terrific way to make these resources easily available to our users. Use the 856 field to add in the hyperlink. Very easy to do.

Some gen and historical societies routinely put digital copies of their backfiles online ... free to anyone.

Simply create a catalog record for the serial title (or any digital item) - including the critical 856 hyperlink) and our readers can click & read the content on their schedule.

Same concept would apply to digital books (town histories, genealogies etc.); videos (cemetry tours, local history site tours etc.) that are free online - any titles that are essential for your audience - catalog those free online titles (Google Book, Internet Archive, YouTube etc.) and make them instantly retrievable. Instead of pointing our users to these silo sites - we catalog the individual titles and made them instantly findable/readable right from the online catalog.

Simple to do. It takes just a few minutes to create each record.

Tom

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 11:19 AM, Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org> wrote:

Tom, can you explain in better detail how these online outlets would work as third party services between genealogy societies and libraries?

The decision to use these online services would have to come from the society. Libraries can?t just take digital genealogy society periodicals and upload them to whatever platform they choose without permission. Some genealogy societies see newsletter access as a benefit of membership and might not want open online access through Internet Archive. Is there a way to restrict it on Internet Archive? Some societies publish newsletters through a website or blog, which can be password protected, but then the local library would need to have access to that password. As far as I can tell, Scribd requires an account and looks like it?as a paid service. If that?as the case, who creates the account and pays for the subscription fee? the society or the library? It strikes me that this is more complicated than it looks at first glance.

Jane Gramlich

Librarian, Special Collections

Akron-Summit County Public Library
Thanks Tom!

I had almost forgotten about those. Back when I was cataloging serials we didn't even have an online catalog, only paper cards....

Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 10:00 AM, Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com> wrote:

Each issue can easily be uploaded to Internet Archive; Scribd; Pinterest ...

These destinations can easily be cataloged by any library and made instantly retrievable 24/7 via their online catalog with the click of a mouse.

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp

On Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 8:54 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

I would be interested in the answers to this as well. The GS that I am president of only does a electronic version now, and we do not have an agreement with any other entity to distribute the newsletter. And for 15 years I was also the serials librarian at my old library - I am aware of the various channels.
On Thu, Jun 1, 2017 at 12:30 PM, James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> wrote:

With more societies opting to publish electronically how are you handling these resources? Is there a genealogy serial electronic service similar to Zinio or Flipster?

James K. Jeffrey

Genealogy Specialist

Western History and Genealogy

Denver Public Library

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Hello!

The Seattle Genealogical Society has the following periodical issues available on a first come, first serve basis, in exchange for postage reimbursement. The issues are unbound and have been used, often having ownership markings. If you're interested in any of these issues, please contact me via email and include your library address in your reply. If you have questions, please direct them to me as well.

donajb at comcast.net
Thanks,
Dona Bubelis, Volunteer
Seattle Genealogical Society
Seattle, WA 98115
This list of periodicals is also attached as an Excel spreadsheet.

**SEATTLE GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY PERIODICALS TO TRADE June 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PUBLISHER</th>
<th>VOLUMES AND DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin (Chester District Genealogical Society)</td>
<td>Richburg, SC</td>
<td>1987: Vol. 10, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car-Del Scribe</td>
<td></td>
<td>1980: Vol. 17, #2,3,5; 1981: Vol. 18, #1,2,3,4,5; 1982: Vol. 19,#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut Nutmegger</td>
<td></td>
<td>1971: Vol. 4, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogical Gazette</td>
<td>SW Georgia Gen. Soc.</td>
<td>2006: Vol. 24, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogy: a Publication of the Family History Section, Indiana Historical Society</td>
<td>Willard Heiss</td>
<td>1973-1979, # 1-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Genealogical Magazine</td>
<td></td>
<td>1961: #1; 1969: #32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Migration Newsletter</td>
<td></td>
<td>1990: Vol. 1,#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Heritage</td>
<td>Illinois State Historical Society</td>
<td>1997: Vol. 1, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Magazine of History</td>
<td>1989: Vol. 85, #3,4; 1990: Vol.86, #1,2,3,4; 1991: Vol. 87, #1,2,3,4; 1992: Vol. 88, #1,2,3,4; 1993: Vol. 89, 1,2,3,4; 1994: Vol. 90, #1,2,3,4; 1995: 1,2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Military History Journal</td>
<td>Indiana Historical Society</td>
<td>1978: Vol. 3, #1,2,3; 1979: Vol. 4, #1,3; 1984: Vol. 9, #2: 1985: Vol. 10, #2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le Despencer</td>
<td>Spencer Historical &amp; Gen. Society, Inc.</td>
<td>1992: Vol. 16, #1; 2003: v. 27, #3,4; 2004: v.28, 1,2,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayflower Descendant</td>
<td></td>
<td>1990: Vol. 40, #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Memories: the Newsletter of the Genealogical Society of Page County, Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>2004: Vol. 15, #1,2,3-4; 2005: Vol. 16, #1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Genealogical Society Quarterly  NGS  2013: Vol. 101, #2,3,4 (June, Sept., Dec.)  2014: Vol. 102, #1,2,3 ((March, June, Sept.)

New York Genealogical & Biographical Record 2013: Vol. 144, #1,2,3,4

Oregon Historical Quarterly  1974: Vol. 75, #1; 1975: Vol. 76, #4; 1976, Vol. 77, #1,2; 1977: Vol. 78, #1,2,3,4; 1978: Vol. 79, #2,3,4; 1979: Vol. 80, #2,3,4; 1980: Vol. 81, #1,3,4; 1982: Vol. 83, #1,2,3,4; 1983: Vol. 84, #1,2,3,4; 1984: Vol. 85, #1,2; 1987: Vol. 88, #1; 1991/92: Vol. 92, #1,2,3,4; 1998/99: Vol. 99, #4; 2002: Vol. 103, #1,2,4

Pacific Northwesterner  1973: Vol. 17, #1

Plymoutn Colony Genealogical Helper Augustan Society  1974: #1; 1975: #2, 4

Redwood Researcher (Humboldt County)  2015: Vol. 47, #4; Vol. 48, #1,2

Renton Historical Society & Museum Quarterly  Washington State  1998: Vol. 29, #4; 2000: Vol. 31, #1,2,3,4; 2001: Vol. 32, #1,2,3

Rustlings from the Grove Grove Heritage Assoc., Glenview, IL  1977-78: Vol. 2, #1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9; 1978/79: Vol. 3, #1,2,3,4,5,6,7; 1979/80: Vol. 4, #1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 1980/81: Vol. 5, #1,2,4,5,6, 1981/82: Vol. 6, #1,2,3,4,5, 1982/83: Vol. 7, #2,3,4,5; 1983/84: Vol. 8, #1,2,3,4,5; 1984-85: Vol. 1,3,4,5,6,7,8; 1986: Vol. 11, #3,5; 1989: Vol. 13, #4. (numbering of issues is nonsensical)


Sidelights Historical Society of Pennsylvania  2014: Vol. 11, #2; 2015, Vol. 12, #1,2; Vol. 13, #1,2; 2017, Vol. 14, #1

Smith Papers  1980: Vol. 1, #1,2,3; 1981: Vol. 2, #1,2,3  1982: Vol. 3, #1,2,3  1983: Vol. 4, #1,2,3

Smith Sagas  1978: Vol.4, #2


Traces of Indiana Midwestern History Indiana Historical Society  1995: Vol. 7, #1; 1996: Vol. 8, #1,2,4; 1997: Vol. 9, #1,2,3,4; 1998: Vol. 10, #1; 2014: Vol. 26, #2

Vesterheim Norwegian-American Museum and Heritage Center  2015: VOL. 13, #2; 2016: VOL. 14, #1

Viking Sons of Norway  1992: Vol. 89, #7,9,10,12: 1993: Vol. 90, #1,4,7,9,11,12; 1994: Vol. 91, #3,11

WARM Journeys Washington Adoption Reunion Movement  2004, Vol. 7, #1,2,3,4;
Dona

How could begin to part with Athelings: the Magazine of Noblesse Oblige. Surely such a title deserves its own tufted alcove

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 4:31 PM, <donajb at comcast.net> wrote:

> Hello!
> 
> The Seattle Genealogical Society has the following periodical issues
> available on a first come, first serve basis, in exchange for postage
> reimbursement. The issues are unbound and have been used, often having
> ownership markings.
> 
> If you're interested in any of these issues, please contact me via email
> and include your library address in your reply. If you have questions,
> please direct them to me as well.
> donajb at comcast.net
> 
> Thanks,
> Dona Bubelis, Volunteer
> Seattle Genealogical Society
> Seattle, WA 98115
> 
> This list of periodicals is also attached as an Excel spreadsheet.
> 
> ?
> > SEATTLE GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY PERIODICALS TO TRADE  June 2017
> >
> > TITLE PUBLISHER VOLUMES AND DATES
> >
> > Annals of Iowa Iowa St. Dept. of History & Archives 1962: Vol. 36, #5;
> > 1976: Vol. 43, #5
> >
> > Athelings: the Magazine of Noblesse Oblige 1974: Vol. 1, #4,#6; 1975:
> > Vol. 2, #3
> >
> > 10, #1
> >
> > Car-Del Scribe 1980: Vol. 17, #2,3,5; 1981: Vol. 18, #1,2,3,4,5; 1982:
> > Vol. 19,#1
> >
> > Chedwato Dispatch Massachusetts 1981: Vol. 2, #4 & Vol. 3, #4 (combined
> > issue) Vol. 3, #2
> >
> > Connecticut Nutmegger 1971: Vol. 4, #1
> >
> > Fraueyn as Banglaneyn (Journal of the Isle of Man Family History Society) Isle
> > of Man Family History Society 1988: Vol. 10,1 issue has no number, #4
> >
> > Genealogical Gazette SW Georgia Gen. Soc. 2006: Vol. 24, #1
> >
> > Genealogy: a Publication of the Family History Section, Indiana Historical
> > Society Willard Heiss 1973-1979, # 1-49
> >
> > Georgia Genealogical Magazine 1961: #1; 1969: #32
> >
> > Great Migration Newsletter 1990: Vol. 1,#1
Illinois Heritage Illinois State Historical Society 1997: Vol. 1, #1
Indiana Magazine of History 1989: Vol. 85, #3, 4; 1990: Vol. 86,
#1, 2, 3, 4; 1991: Vol. 87, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1992: Vol. 88, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1993: Vol. 89,
#1, 2, 3, 4; 1994: Vol. 90, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1995: 1, 2, 3, 4
Indiana Military History Journal Indiana Historical Society 1978: Vol. 3,
#1, 2, 3; 1979: Vol. 4, #1, 3; 1984: Vol. 9, #2; 1985: Vol. 10, #2, 3
1, #1, 2, index; 1999: Vol. 2, 1, 2, 3
le Despencer Spencer Historical & Gen. Society, Inc. 1992: Vol. 16, #1;
2003: v. 27, #3, 4; 2004: v. 28, 1, 2, 4
Mayflower Descendant 1990: Vol. 40, #2
Mountain Memories: the Newsletter of the Genealogical Society of Page
County, Virginia 2004: Vol. 15, #1, 2, 3-4; 2005: Vol. 16, #1
Nase Rodina; Newsletter of the Czechoslovak Genealogical Society
#2, 3; 2009: Vol. 21, #4; 2010: Vol. 22, #4
National Genealogical Society Quarterly NGS 2013: Vol. 101, #2, 3, 4 (June,
Sept., Dec.) 2014: Vol. 102, #1, 2, 3 ((March, June, Sept.)
New York Genealogical & Biographical Record 2013: Vol. 144, #1, 2, 3, 4
Oregon Historical Quarterly 1974: Vol. 75, #1; 1975: Vol. 76, #4; 1976,
Vol. 77, #1, 2; 1977: Vol. 78, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1978: Vol. 79, #2, 3, 4; 1979: Vol.
80, #2, 3, 4; 1980: Vol. 81, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1982: Vol. 83, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1983: Vol. 84,
#1, 2, 3, 4; 1984: Vol. 85, #1, 2; 1987: Vol. 88, #1; 1991/92: Vol. 92,
4; 1998/99: Vol. 99, #4; 2002: Vol. 103, #1, 2, 4
Pacific Northwesterner 1973: Vol. 17, #1
Plymouth Colony Genealogical Helper Augustan Society 1974: #1; 1975: #2, 4
Redwood Researcher (Humboldt County) 2015: Vol. 47, #4; Vol. 48, #1, 2
29, #4; 2000: Vol. 31, #1, 2, 3, 4; 2001: Vol. 32, #1, 2, 3
Rustlings from the Grove Grove Heritage Assoc., Glenview, IL 1977-78:
Vol. 2, #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1978/79: Vol. 3, #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1979/80: Vol. 4,
#1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1980/81: Vol. 5, #1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1981/82: Vol. 6, #1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
#1982/83: Vol. 7, #2, 3, 4, 5; 1983/84: Vol. 8, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1984-85: Vol.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1986: Vol. 11, #1, 2, 3, 4; 1989: Vol. 13, #4. (numbering of issues
is nonsensical)
Seedling Patch Lawrence County Hist. & Genealogical Society, Bedford, IN 1995/96:
Vol. 2, #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 1997: Vol. 2, #7, 9
Sidelights Historical Society of Pennsylvania 2014: Vol. 11, #2; 2015,
Vol. 12, #1, 2; Vol. 13, #1, 2, 2017, Vol. 14, #1
Smith Papers 1980: Vol. 1, #1, 2, 3;
1981: Vol. 2, #1,2,3
1982: Vol. 3, #1,2,3
1983: Vol. 4, #1,2,3

Smith Sagas 1978: Vol.4, #2

11, #2; Vol. 12, #1; 2006: Vol. 15, #2

Traces of Indiana Midwestern History Indiana Historical Society 1995:
Vol. 7, #1;1996: Vol. 8, #1,2,4; 1997: Vol. 9, #1,2,3,4; 1998: Vol. 10, #1;
2014: Vol. 26, #2

Vesterheim Norwegian-American Museum and Heritage Center 2015: VOL. 13,
#2; 2016: VOL. 14, #1

Viking Sons of Norway 1992: Vol. 89, #7,9,10,12: 1993: Vol. 90,
#1,4,7,9,,11,12; 1994: Vol. 91, #3,11

WARM Journeys Washington Adoption Reunion Movement 2004, Vol. 7,
#1,2,3,4; 2005, Vol. 8, #12,3,4; 2005: Vol. 9, #1,2,3; 2007: Vol. 10,
#1,2,3; 2008: special edition, Vol. 11, #2,3,4; 2009: Vol. 12, #1,2,3;
2010: Vol. 13, #1,2,3; 2011: Vol. 14, #1,2,3; 2012: Vol. 15, #1,2,3; 2013:
Vol. 17, #1,2; 2014: Vol. 18, #1

Washington Heritage Heritage Quest Vol. 3, #1,2,3

World Records 1973: Vol. 6, #1
Hi Dona,

I know, I know! Parting is such sweet sorrow!

-Dona

----- Original Message ----- 

From: "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org> 
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 7, 2017 4:15:45 PM 
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free Periodicals - Offered Until June 23rd 

Dona

How could begin to part with Athelings: the Magazine of Noblesse Oblige. Surely such a title deserves its own tufted alcove

James K. Jeffrey 
Genealogy Specialist 
Western History and Genealogy 
Denver Public Library

On Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 4:31 PM, < donajb at comcast.net > wrote:

Hello!

The Seattle Genealogical Society has the following periodical issues available on a first come, first serve basis, in exchange for postage reimbursement. The issues are unbound and have been used, often having ownership markings.

If you're interested in any of these issues, please contact me via email and include your library address in your reply. If you have questions, please direct them to me as well.
donajb at comcast.net

Thanks,
Dona Bubelis, Volunteer
Seattle Genealogical Society
Seattle, WA 98115

This list of periodicals is also attached as an Excel spreadsheet.

SEATTLE GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY PERIODICALS TO TRADE June 2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PUBLISHER</th>
<th>VOLUMES AND DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin (Chester District Genealogical Society)</td>
<td>Richburg, SC</td>
<td>1987: Vol. 10, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car-Del Scribe</td>
<td></td>
<td>1980: Vol. 17, #2,3,5; 1981: Vol. 18, #1,2,3,4,5; 1982: Vol. 19, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut Nutmegger</td>
<td></td>
<td>1971: Vol. 4, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogical Gazette</td>
<td>SW Georgia Gen. Soc.</td>
<td>2006: Vol. 24, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogy: a Publication of the Family History Section, Indiana Historical Society</td>
<td>Willard Heiss</td>
<td>1973-1979, # 1-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Genealogical Magazine</td>
<td></td>
<td>1961: #1; 1969: #32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Migration Newsletter</td>
<td></td>
<td>1990: Vol. 1,#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Heritage</td>
<td>Illinois State Historical Society</td>
<td>1997: Vol. 1, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Magazine of History</td>
<td>1899: Vol. 85, #3,4; 1990: Vol.86, #1,2,3,4;</td>
<td>1991: Vol. 87, #1,2,3,4; 1992: Vol. 88, #1,2,3,4; 1993: Vol. 89, #1,2,3,4; 1994: Vol. 90, #1,2,3,4; 1995: #1,2,3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Military History Journal</td>
<td>Indiana Historical Society</td>
<td>1978: Vol. 3, #1,2,3; 1979: Vol. 4, #1,3; 1984: Vol. 9, #2; 1985: Vol. 10, #2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le Despencer</td>
<td>Spencer Historical &amp; Gen. Society, Inc.</td>
<td>1992: Vol. 16, #1; 2003: v. 27, #3,4; 2004: v.28, 1,2,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayflower Descendant</td>
<td></td>
<td>1990: Vol. 40, #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Memories: the Newsletter of the Genealogical Society of Page County, Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>2004: Vol. 15, #1,2,3-4; 2005: Vol. 16, #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Genealogical Society Quarterly</td>
<td>NGS</td>
<td>2013: Vol. 101, #2,3,4 (June, Sept., Dec.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2014: Vol. 102, #1,2,3 ((March, June, Sept.)
New York Genealogical & Biographical Record  2013: Vol. 144, #1,2,3,4

Oregon Historical Quarterly  1974: Vol. 75, #1; 1975: Vol. 76, #4; 1976, Vol. 77, #1,2; 1977: Vol. 78, #1,2,3,4; 1978; Vol. 79, #2,3,4; 1979: Vol. 80, #2,3,4; 1980: Vol. 81, #1,3,4; 1982: Vol. 83, #1,2,3,4; 1983: Vol. 84, #1,2,3,4; 1984: Vol. 85, #1,2; 1987: Vol. 88, #1; 1991/92: Vol. 92, #4; 1998/99: Vol. 99, #4; 2002: Vol. 103, #1,2,4

Pacific Northwesterner  1973: Vol. 17, #1

Plymoutn Colony Genealogical Helper Augustan Society  1974: #1; 1975: #2, 4

Redwood Researcher (Humboldt County)  2015: Vol. 47, #4; Vol. 48, #1,2

Renton Historical Society & Museum Quarterly  Washington State  1998: Vol. 29, #4; 2000: Vol. 31, #1,2,3,4; 2001: Vol. 32, #1,2,3

Rustlings from the Grove  Grove Heritage Assoc., Glenview, IL  1977-78: Vol. 2, #1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9; 1978/79: Vol. 3, #1,2,3,4,5,6,7; 1979/80: Vol. 4, #1,2,3,4,5,6,7; 1980/81: Vol. 5, #1,2,4,5,6; 1981/82: Vol. 6, #1,2,3,4,5; 1982/83: Vol. 7, #2,3,4,5; 1983/84: Vol. 8, #1,2,3,4,5; 1984-85: Vol. 1,3,4,6,7,8; 1986: Vol. 11, #3,5; 1989: Vol. 13, #4. (numbering of issues is nonsensical)


Sidelights Historical Society of Pennsylvania  2014: Vol. 11, #2; 2015, Vol. 12, #1,2; Vol. 13, #1,2; 2017, Vol. 14, #1

Smith Papers  1980: Vol. 1, #1,2,3;
1981: Vol. 2, #1,2,3
1982: Vol. 3, #1,2,3
1983: Vol. 4, #1,2,3

Smith Sagas  1978: Vol.4, #2


Traces of Indiana Midwestern History  Indiana Historical Society  1995: Vol. 7, #1; 1996: Vol. 8, #1,2,4; 1997: Vol. 9, #1,2,3,4; 1998: Vol. 10, #1; 2014: Vol. 26, #2

Vesterheim  Norwegian-American Museum and Heritage Center  2015: VOL. 13, #2; 2016: VOL. 14, #1

Viking  Sons of Norway  1992: Vol. 89, #7,9,10,12: 1993: Vol. 90, #1,4,7,9,11; 1994: Vol. 91, #3,11

WARM Journeys  Washington Adoption Reunion Movement  2004, Vol. 7, #1,2,3,4; 2005, Vol. 8, #12,3,4; 2005: Vol. 9, #1,2,3; 2007: Vol. 10, #1,2,3; 2008: special edition, Vol. 11, #2,3,4; 2009: Vol. 12, #1,2,3; 2010: Vol. 13, #1,2,3; 2011: Vol. 14, #1,2,3; 2012: Vol. 15, #1,2,3; 2013: Vol. 17, #1,2; 2014: Vol. 18, #1

Washington Heritage  Heritage Quest  Vol. 3, #1,2,3

World Records  1973: Vol. 6, #1
Hello everyone,

For a few years, I have been building a website to help researchers find out how much an ancestor might have earned in any occupation throughout American history. The website also indicates the buying power of ancestors' earnings by telling how much it would have cost to buy certain food items, articles of clothing, a ticket on a passenger railroad, etc., at the time (and sometimes in the place) that they lived. The site links to almost exclusively to authoritative government publications, so you can confidently cite sources.

http://libraryguides.missouri.edu/pricesandwages/home

Please feel free to contact me if you cannot find something. I have access to many more sources than are currently listed on the website, and I am slowly working at getting them all added.
Special thanks go out to our friends at the St. Louis Federal Reserve Digital Library (FRASER) who have been so supportive of this project.

Marie Concannon  
Head, Government Information & Data Archives  
106-B Ellis Library  
University of Missouri  
Columbia, MO 65201-5149  
Phone (573) 882-0748  
Email: ConcannonM at missouri.edu
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov  Fri Jun  9 15:47:47 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2017 19:47:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Prices and Wages by Decade
In-Reply-To: <16ae54a11a70455e9a7a2226eca4a0fb@missouri.edu>
References: <16ae54a11a70455e9a7a2226eca4a0fb@missouri.edu>
Message-ID: <DM5PR09MB1193F1650894C88C14BA5907ACCE0@DM5PR09MB1193.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

Marie, thank you for this fantastic web site! I will refer to it in a couple of talks I’m giving; one about using estate inventories and one about colonial money.

Nancy

[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK] Nancy
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Concannon, Marie
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2017 2:32 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Prices and Wages by Decade

Hello everyone,

For a few years, I have been building a website to help researchers find out how much an ancestor might have earned in any occupation throughout American history. The website also indicates the buying power of ancestors’ earnings by telling how much it would have cost to buy certain food items, articles of clothing, a ticket on a passenger railroad, etc., at the time (and sometimes in the place) that they lived. The site links to almost exclusively to authoritative government publications, so you can confidently cite sources.

http://libraryguides.missouri.edu/pricesandwages/home
Please feel free to contact me if you cannot find something. I have access to many more sources than are currently listed on the website, and I am slowly working at getting them all added.

Special thanks go out to our friends at the St. Louis Federal Reserve Digital Library (FRASER) who have been so supportive of this project.

Marie Concannon
Head, Government Information & Data Archives
106-B Ellis Library
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201-5149
Phone (573) 882-0748
Email: ConcannonM at missouri.edu

*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or opening attachments ***
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From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Fri Jun  9 16:24:55 2017
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Fri, 9 Jun 2017 16:24:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Prices and Wages by Decade
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874B8E08E24F7217451D01500CE17EDD@pclexch.PCL.local>

Thank you for sharing this. I will be sure to pass it along within the genealogy and local history groups in my area.

Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC  29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."

If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call (866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax (202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake@usda.gov

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From skirby at hctpl.info Wed Jun 14 12:45:01 2017
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2017 12:45:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Prices and Wages by Decade
In-Reply-To: <16ae54a11a70455e9a7a2226eca4a0fb@missouri.edu>
References: <16ae54a11a70455e9a7a2226eca4a0fb@missouri.edu>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hOmmMmlf3bwWG1ip-g-w7xZECz9FWicUVcp77SajP1OOGc@mail.gmail.com>

Thank you! This is a great service.

I didn't see anything at first glance. Do you have anything on civil service/ local/ county government workers?

Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part --------------
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From genbook at gmail.com Thu Jun 15 20:48:15 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2017 20:48:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ideas and input sought
Message-ID: <CAKeOvNtVEvMn9ng18KjaKmFTp+R7TKTHTpnyfyaMZPtEbxEFDQ@mail.gmail.com>

I am considering accepting an invite to speak at a history conference in 2018. This would only be for 5 minutes, and then I would be part of a round table.

I am writing to ask if any of you have done something similar to that. Part of the notice is: [the chairperson] will be talking about local historical societies and their involvement in local politics, and another participant will be discussing how natural disasters impact local memory in ways that affect local political discourse. I am deciding about what to say on how area students or other residents are using (or could use) the area's local history to foster particular kinds of political and social change on the local level?
I do have some ideas, but am asking the larger group to help jog my memory. Thanks very much!

Larry Naukam

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Fri Jun 16 10:31:04 2017
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2017 10:31:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local history and political/social change
Message-ID: <CAL768sXkOEdxkJ2k5FvqM5D5vmHdXfUD3CQt0n-4r7N70+MQ@mail.gmail.com>

Larry,

What about tying in local history with local environmental issues? Something like using local history resources when restoring a stream to try to determine its former course, or what former factories were where in regards to pollutants.

Megan Lewis

On Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 8:48 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

> I am considering accepting an invite to speak at a history conference in 2018. This would only be for 5 minutes, and then I would be part of a round table.
> I am writing to ask if any of you have done something similar to that. Part of the notice is: [the chairperson] will be talking about local historical societies and their involvement in local politics, and another participant will be discussing how natural disasters impact local memory in ways that affect local political discourse. I am deciding about what to say on how area students or other residents are using (or could use) the area's local history to foster particular kinds of political and social change on the local level?
> I do have some ideas, but am asking the larger group to help jog my memory. Thanks very much!
> Larry Naukam
>
> _________________
> genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> -------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jefeyl at indianatech.edu Fri Jun 16 11:36:37 2017
From: jefeyl at indianatech.edu (Feyl, Jane E)
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2017 15:36:37 +0000
I am eager to obtain the answer to this question too!

Jane Feyl
Indiana Tech
jefeyl at indianatech.edu

I am considering accepting an invite to speak at a history conference in 2018. This would only be for 5 minutes, and then I would be part of a round table.

I am writing to ask if any of you have done something similar to that. Part of the notice is: [the chairperson] will be talking about local historical societies and their involvement in local politics, and another participant will be discussing how natural disasters impact local memory in ways that affect local political discourse. I am deciding about what to say on how area students or other residents are using (or could use) the area's local history to foster particular kinds of political and social change on the local level?

I do have some ideas, but am asking the larger group to help jog my memory. Thanks very much!

Larry Naukam

That's a great idea, Megan. We do have some of those locations around here.
Larry

On Fri, Jun 16, 2017 at 10:31 AM, Megan Lewis <meganthelibrarian at gmail.com> wrote:

> Larry,
> 
> What about tying in local history with local environmental issues?
> Something like using local history resources when restoring a stream to try
> to determine its former course, or what former factories were where in
> regards to pollutants.
> 
> Megan Lewis
> 
> On Thu, Jun 15, 2017 at 8:48 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> >> I am considering accepting an invite to speak at a history conference in
> >> 2018. This would only be for 5 minutes, and then I would be part of a round
> >> table.
> >> 
> >> I am writing to ask if any of you have done something similar to that.
> >> Part of the notice is: [the chairperson] will be talking about local
> >> historical societies and their involvement in local politics, and another
> >> participant will be discussing how natural disasters impact local memory in
> >> ways that affect local political discourse. I am deciding about what to
> >> say on how area students or other residents are using (or could use) the
> >> area's local history to foster particular kinds of political and social
> >> change on the local level?
> >> 
> >> I do have some ideas, but am asking the larger group to help jog my
> >> memory. Thanks very much!
> >>
> >> Larry Naukam
> >>
> >> _______________________________________________
> >> genealib mailing list
> >> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> ______________ next part _____________
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170616/252f9b18/attachment.html>

From JaDunn at library.IN.gov  Mon Jun 19 09:16:41 2017
From: JaDunn at library.IN.gov (Dunn, Jamie)
Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2017 13:16:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Research Guides for Indiana Counties
Message-ID:
<BLUPR09MB0931D07F0FF466E8FC1B670AE6C40@BLUPR09MB0931.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
The Indiana State Library has released a research guide for each of Indiana's 92 counties<http://www.in.gov/library/countyrecords.htm>. From the library homepage, the guides may be found at www.in.gov/library<http://www.in.gov/library> > Collections and Services > Genealogy > Indiana County Research Guides.

These guides are not intended to be exhaustive, but do cover the basic research information for each county, including:

- Relevant Indiana State Library holdings, including print materials, newspapers, and microfilm
- Links to free online resources that can be accessed anywhere
- Links for further research, including local libraries, genealogical and historical societies, and county clerk's offices and health departments

Jamie Dunn
Librarian, Genealogy Division
Indiana State Library

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170619/b9c5cf81/attachment.html>

From csokal at charter.net Mon Jun 19 09:28:50 2017
From: csokal at charter.net (Charlene)
Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2017 09:28:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Research Guides for Indiana Counties
In-Reply-To: <BLUPR09MB0931D07F0FF466E8FC1B670AE6C40@BLUPR09MB0931.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <BLUPR09MB0931D07F0FF466E8FC1B670AE6C40@BLUPR09MB0931.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <005f01d2e8ff$fd33ca60$f79b5f20$@charter.net>

Thank you for the information. With Indiana ancestors, I am appreciative of all the sources and resources available.

Charlene Key Sokal
Worcester, MA

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dunn, Jamie
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2017 9:17 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Research Guides for Indiana Counties

The Indiana State Library has released a research guide for each of Indiana <http://www.in.gov/library/countyrecords.htm> 's 92 counties. From the library homepage, the guides may be found at www.in.gov/library
These guides are not intended to be exhaustive, but do cover the basic research information for each county, including:

- Relevant Indiana State Library holdings, including print materials, newspapers, and microfilm
- Links to free online resources that can be accessed anywhere
- Links for further research, including local libraries, genealogical and historical societies, and county clerks' offices and health departments

Jamie Dunn
Librarian, Genealogy Division
Indiana State Library

---------- next part ----------
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us  Sat Jun 24 14:35:59 2017
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Sat, 24 Jun 2017 18:35:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry question
Message-ID: <1bd4f0b8c68e49338ba4667d1a5742cb@marion.lib.in.us>

Hoping someone has an answer to this question!

When using ALE and looking at Family Trees we are running into a problem. If we have a results list of Family Trees for a person:

We go to a tree:

If we stay on this page, we can click the back arrow and go back to the list of trees for that person. If we go to the Gallery tab, and then click to go back to the results list, we get into a loop that goes back to the Lifestory page, then back to the gallery. We can't get back to the results list. Is this some glitch with Ancestry? A patron found that if you right click on the back arrow you get a
pull down of your search that you can click on there. But shouldn't there be a return to results button or something? Thanks for any insight.

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953

From rosef at post.tau.ac.il  Sun Jun 25 14:48:40 2017
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Sun, 25 Jun 2017 21:48:40 +0300
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?With_the_newest_database_release=2C_IGRA?=?utf-8?q?=E2=80=99S_All_Israel_Database_records_top_1=2C000=2C000=3F=
Message-ID: <20170625214840.Horde.T-1JQDpRoYRZUAWIBV12YAA@webmail.tau.ac.il>

With the newest database release, IGRA?S All Israel Database records top 1,000,000!

The Israel Genealogy Research Association is proud to announce that in less than six years the IGRA database team, headed by Rose Feldman and
assisted by Daniel Horowitz, Carol Hoffman and a league of volunteers, has made available to the public over 1,000,000 records relating to Eretz Israel from the Ottoman Empire through the British Mandate to the State of Israel.

A preview of the databases is available at


New Databases

Dublin Committee for the Relief of Russian, Polish and Palestine Jews
293 listings
This database is in English and contains the names and amounts of those who contributed. The information comes from the British Library. (Images available.)

Hashomer Hatzair Youth 1946-47 782 listings
This group was organized in Poland and was ready to come to Palestine under the auspices of the HaShomer HaTzair Youth. The information may include name, date, birth year, locality, country, gender and comments. The file was located at Yad Ya?ari Archives, Givat Haviva. (Images available.)

Petach Tikva Marriage and Divorces 1928-1931 686 listings
This set of records is in Hebrew and comes from the Petach Tikva History Archives and Museum. The records include the date, locality and status of each individual. (Images available.)

1940 Prohibited Immigrants 1,633 listings
This list includes people who were not granted permission to come into Palestine in 1940. Name, gender, age and nationality are available for each individual. IGRA received this information from the Israel State Archives. (Images available.)

Members of Histadrut Hamorim 1940 2,713 listings
This list includes all members of the Teachers' Union and was obtained from the Tel Aviv University. Besides the names of the teacher, there may also be the locality, neighborhood and name of the educational institution. (Images available.)

Municipal Employees Petach Tikva 1948 108 listings
This database is built from material at the Petach Tikva History Archives and Museum. For each worker the locality, birth year, occupation and place of employment may be available. (Images available.)

Using the CSI (Crowd Sourced Indexing) program, our volunteers have made available the people listed in this volume of the 1963 Israeli telephone directory. The phone book is in English. We will be adding to this database regularly. (Images available.)

Tombstones of the Jewish Cemetery of Salonica, Greece 2, 143 listings
The basis of this database is from a book written by Michael Molho found in the National Library of Israel. The images are of the index of tombstones found in this book.

Updated Databases

Enlistment to the British Army from Petach Tikva 1942 190 listings
In addition to the names of the enlistees, the following information may be available: the address, locality, date and unit/squadron. The data comes from the Petach Tikva History Archives and Museum. (Images available.)

1931-1940 Jerusalem Marriages 5,601 listings
These records represent an update to the existing database of marriages in the ledgers of the Sephardi and Oriental Communities in Jerusalem found in the Jerusalem Municipal Archives. The records contain names of brides and grooms with names of their fathers and the date of their marriage. The ledger belongs to the Council of the Sephardi and Oriental Communities, Jerusalem, who have given permission to publish this database. (No images available.)

Palestine Marriage/Divorce Certificates 860 listings
The listings may include: name, name of parent, occupation of parent, witness name and occupation, date, locality, address, age, religion, occupation. These records are part of a project in cooperation with the Israel State Archives. (Images available.)

Engagements 2016 858 listings
This database may include the following information that was listed on the Internet: the name, date, locality, gender, education and status. (No images available.)

Name Changes 1954 4,328 listings
The official government publication ? Yalkut HaPirsumim ? regularly published the name changes which includes: the former name, the new name (in both cases first and last names), the locality and the date. (Images available.)

Operation on Eagles Wings September 1949 8,637 listings
This database is done in cooperation with the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC). These immigrants came from Yemen in an amazing effort to save this important population. (No images available.)
Before viewing the databases, please register for free on the IGRA website:
http://genealogy.org.il/

To view the databases, go to http://genealogy.org.il/AID/index.php

Please note, images can be seen by paid IGRA members only. If you are not an IGRA member, you will be able to see the transcriptions only.
Elena Biegel Bazas
IGRA Publicity Chairperson

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy

Help us index more records at http://csi.idogenealogy.com

Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
Hello!
I know our local history collection gets A LOT of use by researchers doing environmental research. Our city has had many industries at though out its history. We constantly have researchers doing work for environmental impact statements for infrastructure projects, re-use of industrial properties, and individuals concerned about toxins on their property. Our local government uses our resources to counter some people's claims as well.

Hope this helps!

Kathy Grimshaw, MLS
Clifton Public Library
292 Piaget Avenue
Clifton, NJ 07011
973-772-5500

As you've probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here <https://www.lds.org/callings/temple-and-family-history/familysearch-microfilm-discontinuation?lang=eng&_r=1>.)

At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I'm curious about other's reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?

I'm also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman's blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/ and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/ seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming newspapers) discontinuing their...
services?

This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to here other's reactions and insights, especially how you're moving forward with this change in mind.

Thanks!

Lauren Kuntzman

--

Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621
-------------- next part --------------
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us  Wed Jun 28 11:13:55 2017
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 15:13:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnftTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnftTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <61c56f5bf0fb4bacbe7ff5aeef48b62f5@marion.lib.in.us>

If you read Amy Johnson Crow?s blog http://www.amyjohnsoncrow.com/familysearch-microfilm-loans/#more-3268 she explains that FamilySearch actually duplicates the roll of film to send to the borrower, so it cost them a lot of money to copy those rolls, so it?s not cost effective to spend $85 on the roll and charge $7.50 to loan it.

The State of Indiana still microfilms, so I am not sure how it will effect other producters.

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953

[email_signature]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Kuntzman
As you've probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here<https://www.lds.org/callings/temple-and-family-history/familysearch-microfilm-discontinuation?lang=eng&_r=1>.)

At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I'm curious about other's reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?

I'm also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman's blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/ and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/ seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming newspapers) discontinuing their services?

This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to here other's reactions and insights, especially how you're moving forward with this change in mind.

Thanks!

Lauren Kuntzman

--

Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621

-------------- next part --------------
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Lauren,

Bummer! Do you know if we are able to keep the films on Extended Loan? Will they put all those materials into the website?

Joe

On Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 11:05 AM, Lauren Kuntzman <l.kuntzman at sjcpl.org> wrote:

> As you've probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here)
> 
> At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I'm curious about other's reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?

> I'm also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman's blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/ and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/ seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming newspapers) discontinuing their services?

> This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to hear other's reactions and insights, especially how you're moving forward with this change in mind.

> Thanks!

> Lauren Kuntzman

> --

> Lauren E. Kuntzman
> Local & Family History Services
> St. Joseph County Public Library
> 304 South Main Street
> South Bend, IN 46601
> Department Phone: 574-282-4621 <(574)%20282-4621>
We are an affiliate library here in Conroe, TX too. Just this past year we have had a huge increase in use by our patrons for FamilySearch microfilm loans, so this is going to be a huge blow to many of our patrons.

I haven't gotten word out to patrons yet, after trying to call FamilySearch on Monday, I spoke to a lower level volunteer in the microfilm loan department; he told me the his manager was literally in a meeting trying to get more details about the move itself, and he mentioned there would be several other meetings this week. It seems like this was a top-down move and they are still trying to figure out the details to distribute down their internal chains to the points of contacts.

For that reason I haven't let our patrons know about the change yet. I want to try to call FamilySearch again and get more questions answered before getting the word out far and wide. While the announcements and FAQs that have been put out so far seem to indicate that FamilyHistory Centers and Affiliate libraries may be able to get permission to keep the film longer, it seems to be a case-by-case basis, with our close proximity to several other FamilyHistory Centers and Affiliate libraries, they may not want all of them to stay open, so our patrons may not have that option in store.

One anecdote online I saw say that all film ordered after July 1 will be set to extended loan automatically, but this wasn't officially confirmed by FamilySearch anywhere online that I could see. I can definitely see a ?run on the bank? with lots of orders being placed in the next few months; if microfilm cost and staff time are really a concern this could create quite a problem with getting all the duplicates made and orders sent out before September 1st, FamilySearch would either have to honor those requests past September 1st, or some people would lose out on getting those copies if it's a hard cut off.
My last suggestion that I’m planning on sending to FamilySearch support – why couldn’t FamilySearch keep around a few service copies of film and start participating via InterLibrary Loan? I was under the impression they didn’t do ILLs because they had their own loan program. This could be a more middle of the road approach to help those researcher who still need the films that haven’t been digitized yet and are unable to travel up to Salt Lake in person to do research. People might have to wait longer to get a particular film, but that’s better than waiting four years for everything to be digitized. Just my 2 cents.

Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System

Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Kuntzman
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 10:06 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

As you’ve probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lds.org%2Fcallings%2Ftemplet-and-family-history%2Ffamilysearch-microfilm-discontinuation%3Flang%3Deng%26_r%3D1&data=02%7C7C281%7Cmasa%20at%20Fred%20%26%20Lih%3C%3E&reserved=0>.)

At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I’m curious about other’s reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?

I’m also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman’s blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.eogn.com%2F2017%2F06%2Ffamilysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services%2F&data=02%7C7C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org>
%7C71d3bbebb6c1401701a606d4be374145%7C77a605285cfe64adb89b5fe5eebebcb188%7C0%7C0%7C636342591919043516&sdata=W4mfAhuM2muso2WnkYiDBXOE4kJLSjTDbNK7RT%2B6rTg%3D&reserved=0> and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.eogn.com%2F2014%2F05%2F29%2Fthe-death-of-microfilm%2F&data=02%7C7C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org>
%7C71d3bbebb6c1401701a606d4be374145%7C77a605285cfe64adb89b5fe5eebebcb188%7C0%7C0%7C636342591919043516&sdata=20%2FhqreYfTnLy%2B8g9r9iq9VyrGFwos7ut4ZvsaInDrbrO%3D&reserved=0> seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming
newspapers) discontinuing their services?

This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to hear other's reactions and insights, especially how you're moving forward with this change in mind.

Thanks!

Lauren Kuntzman

--

Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621
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From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>,

From scotham at knoxlib.org  Wed Jun 28 12:38:33 2017
From: scotham at knoxlib.org (Steve Cotham)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 16:38:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To:
We have been an affiliate of the Family History Library for many years. Use has been and is steady. I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.

---

Steve Cotham, McClung Collection Manager
Calvin M. McClung Historical Collection | website[http://cmdc.knoxlib.org/]
Knox County Public Library System | website[http://www.knoxlib.org/]
East Tennessee History Center | website[http://www.easttnhistory.org/]
601 South Gay St., Knoxville, TN 37902-1604
865/215-8809

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Smith, Carl <Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 11:43 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

We are an affiliate library here in Conroe, TX too. Just this past year we have had a huge increase in use by our patrons for FamilySearch microfilm loans, so this is going to be a huge blow to many of our patrons.

I haven’t gotten word out to patrons yet, after trying to call FamilySearch on Monday, I spoke to a lower level volunteer in the microfilm loan department; he told me the his manager was literally in a meeting trying to get more details about the move itself, and he mentioned there would be several other meetings this week. It seems like this was a top-down move and they are still trying to figure out the details to distribute down their internal chains to the points of contacts.

For that reason I haven’t let our patrons know about the change yet. I want to try to call FamilySearch again and get more questions answered before getting the word out far and wide. While the announcements and FAQs that have been put out so far seem to indicate that FamilyHistory Centers and Affiliate libraries may be able to get permission to keep the film longer, it seems to be a case-by-case basis, with our close proximity to several other FamilyHistory Centers and Affiliate libraries, they may not want all of them to stay open, so our patrons may not have that option in store.

One anecdote online I saw say that all film ordered after July 1 will be set to extended loan automatically, but this wasn’t officially confirmed by FamilySearch anywhere online that I could see. I can definitely see a “run on the bank” with lots of orders being placed in the next few months; if microfilm cost and staff time are really a concern this could create quite a problem with getting all the
Duplicates made and orders sent out before September 1st, FamilySearch would either have to honor those requests past September 1st, or some people would lose out on getting those copies if it's a hard cut off.

My last suggestion that I'm planning on sending to FamilySearch support? Why couldn't FamilySearch keep around a few service copies of film and start participating via Interlibrary Loan? I was under the impression they didn't do ILLs because they had their own loan program. This could be a more middle of the road approach to help those researchers who still need the films that haven't been digitized yet and are unable to travel up to Salt Lake in person to do research. People might have to wait longer to get a particular film, but that's better than waiting four years for everything to be digitized. Just my 2 cents.

Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System

Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Kuntzman
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 10:06 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

As you've probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lds.org%2Fcallings%2Ftemple-and-family-history%2Ffamilysearch-microfilm-discontinuation%3Flang%3Deng%26_r%3D1&data=02%7C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org%7C71d3bbebb6c140176a608d4be374145%7C7ca605285cfe64adb89b5fe5eebebc188%7C0%7C0%7C636342591919043516&sdata=E4mfAhuM2muso2WnkYiDBX0E4kJLSjTDbNK7RT%2B6rTg%3D&reserved=0>).

At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I'm curious about other's reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?
I'm also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman's blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/ and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/ seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming newspapers) discontinuing their services?

This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to here other's reactions and insights, especially how you're moving forward with this change in mind.

Thanks!

Lauren Kuntzman

--

Lauren E. Kuntzman

Local & Family History Services

St. Joseph County Public Library

304 South Main Street

South Bend, IN 46601

Department Phone: 574-282-4621

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170628/a2a232d7/attachment-0001.html>
From petras at mcdl.info Wed Jun 28 13:36:39 2017
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 17:36:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL microfilm loans
Message-ID: <DM5PR07MB31159547C0BC341BA3ED844FDDDD0@DM5PR07MB3115.namprd07.prod.outlook.com>

The explanations I have read online don't ring true to me for these reasons:

1. The FHL already has duplicates of most of the films that are requested. We know this because films come in in old boxes and with other borrowers labels on them.
2. They already have the equipment in place. They have been making duplicates for years.
3. The financial loss on lending the films has been in place for years. Why is it an issue now?

It makes no sense to discontinue the lending program until ALL of the film is digitized.

On a related note, have you noticed that more and more often when clicking on the camera icon you get a message that "This image can only be viewed inside a Family History Center"? I know in Amie Bowser Tennant's blog and Tweet she mentioned that the FHC has had to renegotiate the contracts...
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 19:55:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans...
Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To: <CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292DD0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnfTjoBjwtkg@mail.gmail.com>
<Message-ID: <434be22f65834777ab945b1d5cb89368@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

My apologies for not responding to the original message.

One problem for us in particular is that FamilySearch.org lists our (public) library as a Family History Center, so people have come to us to view images they can’t otherwise see. Once here they find that we’re only an affiliate library. There’s only one local FHC, and it’s only open 4 hours a week. Efforts to have the website remove us as an FHC have gone nowhere. Apparently many other public libraries are in the same position.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

[WTCPPL_Logo_Email]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
We are an affiliate library here in Conroe, TX too. Just this past year we have had a huge increase in use by our patrons for FamilySearch microfilm loans, so this is going to be a huge blow to many of our patrons.

I haven't gotten word out to patrons yet, after trying to call FamilySearch on Monday, I spoke to a lower level volunteer in the microfilm loan department; he told me the his manager was literally in a meeting trying to get more details about the move itself, and he mentioned there would be several other meetings this week. It seems like this was a top-down move and they are still trying to figure out the details to distribute down their internal chains to the points of contacts.

For that reason I haven't let our patrons know about the change yet. I want to try to call FamilySearch again and get more questions answered before getting the word out far and wide. While the announcements and FAQs that have been put out so far seem to indicate that FamilyHistory Centers and Affiliate libraries may be able to get permission to keep the film longer, it seems to be a case-by-case basis, with our close proximity to several other FamilyHistory Centers and Affiliate libraries, they may not want all of them to stay open, so our patrons may not have that option in store.

One anecdote online I saw say that all film ordered after July 1 will be set to extended loan automatically, but this wasn't officially confirmed by FamilySearch anywhere online that I could see. I can definitely see a run on the bank? with lots of orders being placed in the next few months; if microfilm cost and staff time are really a concern this could create quite a problem with getting all the duplicates made and orders sent out before September 1st, FamilySearch would either have to honor those requests past September 1st, or some people would lose out on getting those copies if it's a hard cut off.

My last suggestion that I'm planning on sending to FamilySearch support - why couldn't FamilySearch keep around a few service copies of film and start participating via InterLibrary Loan? I was under the impression they didn't do ILLs because they had their own loan program. This could be a more middle of the road approach to help those researcher who still need the films that haven't been digitized yet and are unable to travel up to Salt Lake in person to do research. People might have to wait longer to get a particular film, but that's better than waiting four years for everything to be digitized. Just my 2 cents.

Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System

Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
Responses?

As you’ve probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lds.org%2Fcallings%2Ftemple-and-family-history%2Ffamilysearch-microfilm-discontinuation%3Flang%3Den%26_r%3D1&data=0%27C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org%7C71d3b9e6cb1401791a68d4be374145%7C7a605285cfe64adb89b5fe5eebebc188%7C0%7C0%7C636342591919043516&sdata=E4mfAhum2muso2WnkY1DBX0E4kJLSjTDdBNK7RT%2B6rTg%3D&reserved=0>).

At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I'm curious about other's reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?

I'm also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman's blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.eogn.com%2F2017%2F06%26%2Ffamilysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org%7C7c1d3b9e6cb1401791a68d4be374145%7C7a605285cfe64adb89b5fe5eebebc188%7C0%7C0%7C636342591919043516&sdata=2FJeJYYiBDAoo0aClucK8X9mwJfcf9VMRU1%2BDFdgk3r28%3D&reserved=0> and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/<https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fblog.eogn.com%2F2014%2F05%2Fthe-death-of-microfilm%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org%7C7c1d3b9e6cb1401791a68d4be374145%7C7a605285cfe64adb89b5fe5eebebc188%7C0%7C0%7C636342591919043516&sdata=20%2FhqrYeYTNLY%2Bgr9qiV9yrGIFwos7ut4ZvsaiNDrb%3D&reserved=0> seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming newspapers) discontinuing their services?

This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to hear other's reactions and insights, especially how you’re moving forward with this change in mind.

Thanks!

Lauren Kuntzman
--

Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621
********** next part **********
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170628/0e277272/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu  Wed Jun 28 16:01:29 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 20:01:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To: <CO2PR0701MB7125E16EC8D5A793B2B84F6B4DD0@CO2PR0701MB712.namprd07.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i3cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <E4DDBD8-9AC5-4C9B-865A-318BFF171754@usf.edu>

It is clear that (1) the microfilm loan will have to end on the stated date, as there is insufficient blank film available to continue the program, and (2) it is certainly possible that not all film will be made digital, as this is up to the organizations with whom FamilySearch contracts.

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library
I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170628/90c521f5/attachment.html>

From dsmith at usf.edu  Wed Jun 28 16:12:11 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 28 Jun 2017 20:12:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL microfilm loans
Message-ID: <0B286B27-B0E5-4A82-B910-EE122C22AF97@usf.edu>

1. Since we are talking about over 2 million rolls of film, there is likely to be film that hasn?t yet been duplicated (or if it has been, is already on extended loan to an FHC). Blank film is no longer available to make new duplicates from the masters.
2. It?s the microfilm viewers that are breaking down and are getting more and more expensive to fix (if it can be fixed).
3. Postal costs have gone up. The cost of blank film has become prohibitive. At some point, FamilySearch has to decide that the money can be better spent on digitizing records (both existing filmed records and new unfilmed records).

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library

The explanations I have read online don't ring true to me for these reasons:

1. The FHL already has duplicates of most of the films that are requested. We know this because films come in in old boxes and with other borrowers labels on them.
2. They already have the equipment in place. They have been making duplicates for years.
3. The financial loss on lending the films has been in place for years. Why is it an issue now?
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I do not agree with Dick Eastman’s comments in their entirety, especially his assumption that it will be easy to transfer digitized material to new formats, and that everyone will find it easy to do so every few years, nor that digital images will not lose any quality in the transfer process. That said, even Eastman was predicting that microfilm would be around until at least 2024, another ten years.

Our staff thought we would have at least five more years before we would have to deal with the cessation of microfilm as a preservation medium. Sure, we could switch to digitizing West Virginia’s many weekly newspapers, but we would have to be able to afford a scanner big enough to digitize newspapers. Look at the financial crisis our state is in, and others states in the same situation. Convincing a legislature that preserving our newspapers is vital could be a very hard sell.

By the way, keeping the old microfilm reader-printers working will not be the only problem with old machines. Toner is no longer being manufactured for the Minolta SP2000 reader printer. When the last existing cartridge is sold, all of the accompanying printers are garbage and the machine can only be used as a reader, as long as parts can be found, since it does not have a USB port to connect to modern printers. Oh, and you have to be able to find a technician who can service and repair the old machines. One of the justifications for the West Virginia Archives and History Library to push for purchase of the new digital systems, in addition to losing three reader-printers and three printers once the toner runs out, is that our beloved certified technician is moving away soon. With his help and ingenuity, we could keep going for quite a while with our Minolta MSP 6000 machines (this machine has a USB port, so it can survive if the toner for the printers is extinct). Without him, his replacement can continue regular maintenance and minor repairs, but will be unlikely to have the current technician’s insight into the operation of the equipment.

The new digital microfilm systems are great, but cost $12,000 or so for the system, plus you have to buy a computer, monitor and printer to go with it. You won’t see rooms full of them at these prices.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
Responses?

As you've probably heard by now, FamilySearch is discontinuing their microfilm distribution services on September 1. (For more details, see here<https://www.lds.org/callings/temple-and-family-history/familysearch-microfilm-discontinuation?lang=eng&_r=1>.)

At our affiliate library, our patrons use the microfilm loan program fairly regularly and this news has come as quite a blow. I'm curious about other's reactions to this news... How are you letting your patrons know about the change? Are your patrons trying to get last minute orders in? Are you holding on to the films that patrons have ordered, even if that data is now online?

I'm also curious if anyone has any insight into the broader implications of the FamilySearch decision as it applies to the microfilm industry in general... Dick Eastman's blog posts/comments at https://blog.eogn.com/2017/06/26/familysearch-to-discontinue-its-microfilm-distribution-services/ and at (this 2014 post) https://blog.eogn.com/2014/05/29/the-death-of-microfilm/ seem to indicate that the FamilySearch decision is due to a limited supply of unexposed microfilm and microfilm duplication equipment. Does anyone have a sense of whether or not we will be seeing other producers of microfilm (say, for example, companies filming newspapers) discontinuing their services?

This decision by FamilySearch really caught me unawares and I would love to here other's reactions and insights, especially how you're moving forward with this change in mind.

Thanks!

Lauren Kuntzman

--

Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621
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A statement was made that blank microfilm is no longer available. I do not think that is true, but it is probably true that they cannot purchase enough blank film at an affordable price to keep going on the scale required to maintain the program.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 4:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

It is clear that (1) the microfilm loan will have to end on the stated date, as there is insufficient blank film available to continue the program, and (2) it is certainly possible that not all film will be made digital, as this is up to the organizations with whom FamilySearch contracts.

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Steve Cotham <scotham at knoxlib.org<mailto:scotham at knoxlib.org>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 at 12:39 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.
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From jason.cornelius at loganutah.org  Thu Jun 29 11:45:21 2017
From: jason.cornelius at loganutah.org (Jason Cornelius)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 09:45:21 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To: <BN6PR09MB1330368938E236BA137A2DB4D8D20@BN6PR09MB1330.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re313cjaKE3Sbr3ASvXw8mui-6nCz29zFghnFTjoBjwtkg@mail.gmail.com>

<CY1PR09MB0554841F079F87C25AC3030292D0@CY1PR09MB0554.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
So, does anyone know what benefit being an affiliate library has now if microfilms won't be lent?

Jason Cornelius, MLS

Division Leader -
Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org

"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records of history?"

---Cicero

On Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:11 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:

> A statement was made that blank microfilm is no longer available. I do not think that is true, but it is probably true that they cannot purchase enough blank film at an affordable price to keep going on the scale required to maintain the program.

Susan Scouras

Librarian/Library Manager

WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <(304)%20558-0230>

Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Smith, Andrew
Reactions, Responses?

It is clear that (1) the microfilm loan will have to end on the stated date, as there is insufficient blank film available to continue the program, and (2) it is certainly possible that not all film will be made digital, as this is up to the organizations with whom FamilySearch contracts.

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library

I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.
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Hi Everyone,

Has anyone else run into this. A patron came in this morning specifically to print off some documents from FamilySearch and got a message saying the image wasn't available even though there was a camera icon beside the listing. I have tried...
using several other computers in the library, and they all get the same message. Is this part of the changes in loaning films? Is the site having problems? Am I missing something really obvious? Help.

Sincerely,
Lauren K. Landis, Mgr.
Genealogy Division
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH  44702
330.458.2757

From fxl librarian at gmail.com  Thu Jun 29 12:13:28 2017
From: fxl librarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 12:13:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu-pYH6bH9ed9gM1Cv56e_465QMPAQbCyTNvFl0j6qDbHg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu-pYH6bH9ed9gM1Cv56e_465QMPAQbCyTNvFl0j6qDbHg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu_ca9ZS0ZrMpkG=Hy95x4SyJW0wUx2kQ_TxcgjOLHSBZQ@mail.gmail.com>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade--all related to Virginia this month. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov. Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer will include a packing list of your requests in your shipment with a check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else's request was received before yours.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
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From IGSOffice at iowagenealogy.org  Thu Jun 29 12:47:00 2017
From: IGSOffice at iowagenealogy.org (IGS Office)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 16:47:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans...
Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To: <CAHPijjr022XxmgZudj5AAQuwOFueUeVuFcyLuDAXzpV5utz4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADK_Re313cjaKE3Svr3ASvXw8muli-6ncz29zFghnfTjoBjwtkg@mail.gmail.com>

From FamilySearch
. FamilySearch will continue to offer access to records through affiliate libraries, including new digital access to many of the records that are currently restricted from viewing at home. More information about this upcoming access opportunity for affiliate libraries will be communicated to you in the coming months.

Debi Chase, Administrative Assistant/Librarian
Iowa Genealogical Society
628 E Grand Ave
Des Moines, IA 50309-1924
515 276-0287
igs at iowagenealogy.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jason Cornelius
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 10:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

So, does anyone know what benefit being an affiliate library has now if microfilms wont be lent?

Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader -
   Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records of history?"

~Cicero

On Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:11 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:
A statement was made that blank microfilm is no longer available. I do not think that is true, but it is probably true that they cannot purchase enough blank film at an affordable price to keep going on the scale required to maintain the program.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 4:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

It is clear that (1) the microfilm loan will have to end on the stated date, as there is insufficient blank film available to continue the program, and (2) it is certainly possible that not all film will be made digital, as this is up to the organizations with whom FamilySearch contracts.

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Steve Cotham <scotham at knoxlib.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 at 12:39 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From cygne1 at comcast.net  Thu Jun 29 13:09:23 2017
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 13:09:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch - What about Indefinite Loans?
Message-ID: <028b01d2f0fa$757a5f50$606f1df0$@comcast.net>

I know many of you may have large collections of indefinite loans. Has there been any discussion about FS asking for them back?

Personally, I am planning to buy some IL that have not been digitized and I doubt they will be before September. But, if they are going to ask for them to be returned?.

Pam Cooper, retired!

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of IGS Office
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 12:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

>From FamilySearch

. FamilySearch will continue to offer access to records through affiliate libraries, including new digital access to many of the records that are currently restricted from viewing at home. More information about this upcoming access opportunity for affiliate libraries will be communicated to you in the coming months.

Debi Chase, Administrative Assistant/Librarian

Iowa Genealogical Society

628 E Grand Ave
So, does anyone know what benefit being an affiliate library has now if microfilms won't be lent?

Jason Cornelius, MLS

Division Leader -
   Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org

"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our ancestors by the records of history?"

-Cicero

On Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:11 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:

A statement was made that blank microfilm is no longer available. I do not think that is true, but it is probably true that they cannot purchase enough blank film at an affordable price to keep going on the scale required to maintain the program.
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library

I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.
Yes. Unless you are a family history center, your access to certain content is restricted. We will be referring patrons to our area FHC.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow  
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor  
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library  
444 Mahoning Ave. NW  
Warren, Ohio 44483  
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120  
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.?

John Lubbock

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Landis  
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 11:58 AM  
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

Hi Everyone,

Has anyone else run into this. A patron came in this morning specifically to print off some documents from FamilySearch and got a message saying the image wasn't available even though there was a camera icon beside the listing. I have tried using several other computers in the library, and they all get the same message. Is this part of the changes in loaning films? Is the site having problems? Am I missing something really obvious? Help.

Sincerely,  
Lauren K. Landis, Mgr.  
Genealogy Division
And included in that restricted area are copyrighted works that they have digitized without permission. I just found one of my personal publications in this situation along with two recent copyrighted DAR publications!

Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
www.dar.org/library
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 1:14 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

Yes. Unless you are a family history center, your access to certain content is restricted. We will be referring patrons to our area FHC.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. John Lubbock

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
Hi Everyone,

Has anyone else run into this. A patron came in this morning specifically to print off some documents from FamilySearch and got a message saying the image wasn't available even though there was a camera icon beside the listing. I have tried using several other computers in the library, and they all get the same message. Is this part of the changes in loaning films? Is the site having problems? Am I missing something really obvious? Help.

Sincerely,
Lauren K. Landis, Mgr.
Genealogy Division
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH  44702
330.458.2757
am glad they are at least preserving those items. So many genealogies and local history books are printed in very limited editions, making them virtually impossible to obtain. But they should restrict their use, so that the rights of the owner are not damaged.

Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365       FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

----------------------------------------
From: "Grundset, Eric" <egrandset at dar.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 1:16 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans
And included in that restricted area are copyrighted works that they have digitized without permission. I just found one of my personal publications in this situation along with two recent copyrighted DAR publications!

Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrandset at dar.org
www.dar.org/library
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 1:14 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

Yes. Unless you are a family history center, your access to certain content is restricted. We will be referring patrons to our area FHC.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. John Lubbock

-----Original Message-----
Hi Everyone,

Has anyone else run into this. A patron came in this morning specifically to print off some documents from FamilySearch and got a message saying the image wasn't available even though there was a camera icon beside the listing. I have tried using several other computers in the library, and they all get the same message. Is this part of the changes in loaning films? Is the site having problems? Am I missing something really obvious? Help.

Sincerely,

Lauren K. Landis, Mgr.
Genealogy Division
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702
330.458.2757
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Those items are already preserved and digitized.

Eric G. Grundset  
Director of Library Publications  
DAR Library  
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution  
1776 D Street, N.W.  
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303  
202.879-3313  
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>  
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>  
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Wieland  
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 1:29 PM  
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

RE: Copyright-protected works

I could be misremembering, but I think I've read something about their digitizing copyright-protected material, but only allowing one user at a time, with the physical copy removed from the shelf. If so, that should be covered under fair-use regulations. Such tight controls could actually promote sales to people who want more generous access.

It is easy for me to say (since I own no copyright-protected works), but I am glad they are at least preserving those items. So many genealogies and local history books are printed in very limited editions, making them virtually impossible to obtain. But they should restrict their use, so that the rights of the owner are not damaged.

Kathleen Wieland  
Genealogy Librarian  
Otis Library  
261 Main Street  
Norwich, CT  06360  
860-889-2365        FAX 860-886-4744  
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org<mailto:kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org>

From: "Grundset, Eric" <egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>>  
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 1:16 PM  
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>  
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

And included in that restricted area are copyrighted works that they have digitized without permission. I just found one of my personal publications in this situation along with two recent copyrighted DAR publications!

Eric G. Grundset  
Director of Library Publications  
DAR Library
-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 1:14 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

Yes. Unless you are a family history center, your access to certain content is restricted. We will be referring patrons to our area FHC.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org [mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org]

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. John Lubbock

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 11:58 AM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discontinuation of FHL Microfilm Loans

Hi Everyone,

Has anyone else run into this. A patron came in this morning specifically to print off some documents from FamilySearch and got a message saying the image wasn't available even though there was a camera icon beside the listing. I have tried using several other computers in the library, and they all get the same message. Is this part of the changes in loaning films? Is the site having problems? Am I missing something really obvious? Help.

Sincerely,
Lauren K. Landis, Mgr.
Genealogy Division
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702
330.458.2757

genealib mailing list
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Thu Jun 29 15:45:04 2017
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 19:45:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home
Message-ID: <BN1PR09MB0225271E5090DB2D2CCAE495A1D20@BN1PR09MB0225.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

General Stacks is discarding this from their collection. Free to a good home.

American Guide Series: Missouri

Revised Edition: 1954

With library stamping/some housing damage

Thanks,

Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6356 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com
Yes, I would interpret the unavailability of blank film to mean *affordable* blank film.

Drew

From: dsmith at usf.edu Thu Jun 29 16:31:37 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 20:31:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?
In-Reply-To: <BN6PR09MB1330368938E236BA137A2DB4D8D20@BN6PR09MB1330.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADK_Re3i13caKE3Sbr3ASvXzw8m21-6nCz29zFghnTjoBjwtKg@mail.gmail.com>

Yes, I would interpret the unavailability of blank film to mean *affordable* blank film.

Drew

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "Scouras, Susan C"
<Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, June 29, 2017 at 11:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

A statement was made that blank microfilm is no longer available. I do not think that is true, but it is probably true that they cannot purchase enough blank film at an affordable price to keep going on the scale required to maintain the program.

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 4:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FamilySearch to Discontinue Microfilm Loans... Reactions, Responses?

It is clear that (1) the microfilm loan will have to end on the stated date, as there is insufficient blank film available to continue the program, and (2) it is certainly possible that not all film will be made digital, as this is up to the organizations with whom FamilySearch contracts.

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library
I hope the microfilm loan will not end until all the film is digital.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170629/19bf1b3a/attachment.html>

From MBoyle at santaclaraca.gov Thu Jun 29 19:48:48 2017
From: MBoyle at santaclaraca.gov (Mary Boyle)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 23:48:48 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] federal employee research
Message-ID:
<5A738C294C0F9543BC850BD0719D5A11EABD2565@VSRVEXCHMB01.City.SantaClara.local>

A patron of mine has a relative who was a federal employee based in the U.S. Embassy in Budapest, Hungary in 1939. He died and she says it was a mysterious death. He was young. Earlier he was an attache in Russia and South American.

Is there any way to search those records and find further information?

Thank you for any assistance.

Mary

MARY BOYLE | LocalHistory/Genealogy Librarian - Reference Department
Santa Clara City Library
2635 Homestead Road | Santa Clara, CA 95051
D: 408.615.2909 | F: 408.247.9657
www.SantaClaraCA.gov | [cid:image006.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0] | [cid:image007.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0] | [cid:image008.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0] | [cid:image009.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0] | [cid:image010.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0]

The information contained in this email may be privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message from your computer. Thank you
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com  Thu Jun 29 19:56:14 2017
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Thu, 29 Jun 2017 19:56:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] federal employee research
In-Reply-To:<5A738C294C0F9543BC850BD0719D5A11EABD2565@VSRVEXCHMB01.City.SantaClara.local>
References:<5A738C294C0F9543BC850BD0719D5A11EABD2565@VSRVEXCHMB01.City.SantaClara.local>
Mary,


This collection was compiled from four different NARA collections. The source information on the collection page has more details.

Note: "It does not include the deaths of active military personnel, which are reported to the Defense Department rather than the Department of State, or the deaths of individuals whose citizenship status was unknown."

Even if the Ancestry database doesn't have what you're looking for, the additional information on the page should give you some leads on where you could look next.

Amy

________________________
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
PO Box 1394; Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com
AmyJohnsonCrow.com

On Jun 29, 2017, at 7:48 PM, Mary Boyle <MBoyle at santaclaraca.gov> wrote:

> A patron of mine has a relative who was a federal employee based in the U.S. Embassy in Budapest, Hungary in 1939. He died and she says it was a mysterious death. He was young. Earlier he was an attache in Russia and South American.
> Is there any way to search those records and find further information?
> Thank you for any assistance.
>
> Mary
>
> MARY BOYLE | LocalHistory/Genealogy Librarian | Reference Department
> Santa Clara City Library
> 2635 Homestead Road | Santa Clara, CA 95051
> D: 408.615.2909 | F: 408.247.9657
> <https://www.facebook.com/santaclaracitylibrary?fref=ts> <image002.png>
> <http://twitter.com/santaclaralib> <image003.png>
> <http://www.pinterest.com/santaclibrary/> <image004.png>
> <http://instagram.com/santaclaracitylibrary>
>
> The information contained in this email may be privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
Mary,

Here are some National Archives Reference Reports that provide guidance on researching State Department employees:


As Amy Johnson Crow’s email mentioned, you can find on Ancestry a collection - Reports of Deaths of American Citizens Abroad, 1835-1974. But don’t stop with online records.

The patron should send an well crafted request for information by email to archives2reference at nara.gov with the pertinent information about the person.

State Department and other foreign service records are at Archives 2 (National Archives at College Park 8601 Adelphi Road College Park, MD 20740-6001).

Claire Kluskens
projects & reference archivist
National Archives & Records Administration (NARA)
Washington, DC

> On Jun 29, 2017, at 7:48 PM, Mary Boyle <MBoyle at santaclaraca.gov> wrote:
> A patron of mine has a relative who was a federal employee based in the U.S. Embassy in Budapest, Hungary in 1939. He died and she says it was a mysterious
death. He was young. Earlier he was an attache in Russia and South American.
> Is there any way to search those records and find further information?
> Thank you for any assistance.
> Mary
>
> MARY BOYLE | LocalHistory/Genealogy Librarian | Reference Department
> Santa Clara City Library
> 2635 Homestead Road | Santa Clara, CA 95051
> D: 408.615.2909| F: 408.247.9657
> https://www.facebook.com/santaclaracitylibrary?ref=ts | <image002.png>
> http://twitter.com/santaclaralib | <image003.png>
> http://www.pinterest.com/santaclibrary/ | <image004.png>
> <http://instagram.com/santaclaracitylibrary>
>
> St. Louis had records I didn't expect them to have: https://www.archives.gov/st-louis/federal-records

On Jun 29, 2017, 4:49 PM, Mary Boyle <MBoyle at santaclaraca.gov> wrote:
A patron of mine has a relative who was a federal employee based in the U.S. Embassy in Budapest, Hungary in 1939. He died and she says it was a mysterious death. He was young. Earlier he was an attache in Russia and South American.

Is there any way to search those records and find further information?

Thank you for any assistance.

Mary

MARY BOYLE | LocalHistory/Genealogy Librarian - Reference Department
Santa Clara City Library
2635 Homestead Road | Santa Clara, CA 95051
D: 408.615.2909 | F: 408.247.9657
www.SantaClaraCA.gov |  
[cid:image006.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0] <https://www.facebook.com/santaclaracitylibrary?fref=ts>  
[cid:image007.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0] <http://twitter.com/santaclaralib>  
Pinterest_Badge_Red | http://www.pinterest.com/santaclibrary/  
[cid:image009.png at 01D0AB3C.60F08FB0]  
http://instagram.com/santaclaracitylibrary>

The information contained in this email may be privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message from your computer. Thank you
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